“Thank You For Your Help!”

“I am so glad I asked Carr Healthcare Realty for assistance with renewing my lease. Not only did they save me thousands of dollars on rent and maintain my current rate for the future, their professionalism and expertise took a large burden off my shoulders.”

Steven Frederick, DMD
Aspen Leaf Dental

At Carr Healthcare Realty...

We provide Dentists with the most experienced representation and skilled negotiating available for every real estate need.

When it comes to renewing your lease or relocating to a new office, the slightest difference in lease rates, tenant improvement allowances and free rent can impact you financially by hundreds of thousands of dollars.

With this much at stake, make sure you are represented by an expert; someone who only represents Tenants and not Landlords, and can provide you with substantial references and a proven track record. At Carr Healthcare Realty, we can do just that.

If your lease is expiring in the next 12 – 18 months, ask us how we can help you negotiate the most favorable lease or purchase possible.
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**CDA E-News**

**What you’ll find only online**

Did you miss the last E-Newsletter? You can still read the articles online at cdaonline.org!

To view past articles:

1. Simply go to cdaonline.org and log-in at top right corner of your screen
2. Enter the Dental Professional side of the site
3. Click on Member News and Publications
4. Click on CDA Newsletters & Journals

**Online articles you might have missed:**

- A Message from the State Board Regarding Your License
- **Grant Money Available for Rural Providers**
- H1N1 Information for Dental Professionals
- Accept Credit Cards? Make Sure You’re PCI Compliant
- Tech Tip: A free way to convert .docx files to .doc files.

To get the CDA E-Newsletter in the future, please contact the CDA with your e-mail address at geri@cdaonline.org, 303-740-6900 or 800-343-3010. We promise to never sell or abuse the privilege of having your personal e-mail address. Your address will only be used to communicate important regulatory, legislative or membership information.
Don’t miss an opportunity – take advantage of the tremendous savings offered by CDA endorsed companies.

More information about these exclusive member benefits can be found online at cdaonline.org. Members – be sure to log-in for benefit and discount codes.

Membership Pays for Itself!

Membership can pay for itself – are you taking advantage?

Colorado Dental Association, 303-740-6900, 800-343-3010, cdaonline.org
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Success.

- noun
1. the favorable or prosperous termination of attempts or endeavors.

COLLIERS: 43 YEARS REPRESENTING CLIENTS IN SUCCESSFUL LEASE NEGOTIATIONS AND RENEWALS.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:
- Office Relocations
- Lease Renewals & Negotiations
- Purchases & Site Selection
- Subleases & Lease Buy-Outs
- New Office Start-Ups
- Additional Locations

Colliers Bennett & Kahnweiler, Inc.
4643 S. Ulster St. • Suite 1000
Denver, Colorado 80237
303.745.5800 • Fax 303.745.5888

“WE FOCUS ON YOUR REAL ESTATE - SO YOU CAN FOCUS ON YOUR PRACTICE”
Take a fresh look at the CDA Medical Benefit Plan

At the Colorado Dental Association Medical Benefit Plan, we know our Members need choice and flexibility in their health care coverage. Let CNIC's highly-skilled and knowledgeable staff help you select the right plan with:

- **Flexibility** — six unique health plan designs with various deductibles
- **Superior Customer Service** — provided by CNIC Health Solutions, a division of Rocky Mountain Health Plans, Colorado's own not-for-profit health plan
- **Easy Enrollment**
- **Simple Qualification**

For more information and to enroll, call Sue Donovan
CNIC Health Solutions 303-770-5710, ext. 1269 or 800-232-2566

---

**Transition Planning From Vision to Reality**

- Transition Planning
- Practice Valuations
- Practice Sales/Acquisitions
- Associate Partnerships
- Team Building
- Seminars, Workshops & Retreats
- Associate Feasibility Assessment
- Practice Growth Strategies
- Opportunity Assessment Coaching

**Paul D. Sletten**
Serving Colorado's Fee-for-Service Dentists Since 1974
Phone: (303) 699-0990 Fax: (303) 699-4863
Email: paul@lifetransitions.com
THE SLETLEN GROUP, INC.
7842 South Arapahoe Street, Centennial, Colorado 80112
Has a patient ever been upset with you for the treatment you provided? Have you ever lost a patient without knowing why?

A Colorado Dental Association membership benefit that is often overlooked is Peer Review, a dispute resolution service for CDA members and their patients. This service is confidential and seeks to fairly resolve conflict without attorneys or the Colorado State Board of Dental Examiners. This is an invaluable service that helps CDA member dentists and our patients.

Nobody strives to deliver treatment that would make a patient unhappy. None of us want to lose any of our patients because of a miscommunication or misunderstanding. Unfortunately, if a patient is upset or feels misled by a dentist, they might not confront you with their frustration—instead, they issue a complaint about you and your dental treatment. This can happen to anyone, even a dentist with years of experience and a happy patient load. This could happen to you.

Consider these cases:

• A patient comes in for dentures with the hope of being able to smile, eat and speak correctly again. You complete all necessary preparations and fit the dentures, but after multiple visits and adjustments, that denture still doesn’t fit comfortably for the patient. After months of this, the patient still cannot eat solid, firm foods. The patient is increasingly upset because after all this expense and time, they feel that they’re no better off than when they started—and in fact may have fewer teeth due to extractions for the denture. You are equally frustrated. You’ve provided dentures successfully for years and years, and can’t understand why this case is so difficult. After trying everything possible, you’re left with no other solution than to continue your same efforts or refer the patient to another dentist. The patient issues a complaint against you.

• A patient comes to you complaining of severe pain and a toothache. You find a fair amount of decay and treat the tooth with a filling. A week passes and the patient is back in your office complaining of the same severe pain. After further examination, you discover that the decay was so significant that there is a crack in the tooth and a root canal is needed. Two more weeks pass and the patient is back with the same complaint. The decision is made to extract the tooth and to replace it with an implant in the future. After multiple trips to your office, multiple treatment expenses and a month of intolerable pain, the patient feels taken advantage of and used to increase your bottom line. They feel like you should have diagnosed them properly from the beginning and that you’ve been billing them for excessive treatment. You feel that you did everything possible to try to save their tooth, providing treatment in their best interest. The patient issues a complaint against you.

• You’re treating a patient with a root canal. As you’re conducting the procedure, the tip of your endodontic file separates. Your heart sinks. After evaluating the situation and deciding that the tip will not present further complications, you complete the procedure and tell the patient what happened. You explain that this is a frequent risk during this procedure and that you’ll monitor the tooth. The patient is horrified that a piece of an instrument is permanently separated from their tooth.
embedded in their tooth. **The patient issues a complaint against you.**

When patients call the CDA with complaints, the CDA verifies that they are calling about a member dentist. If they are, the caller is then referred to one of three dental association offices depending on the location of the dentist. The staff member then listens carefully to the patient, diffuses the situation or sends the patient information to apply for Peer Review. Approximately 45% of calls received are diffused by staff members. This personal attention decreases the number of complaints that actually enter the Peer Review process.

The patient is asked to put their concerns in writing via a Request for Review of Dental Services form. Peer Review addresses quality of care and appropriateness of treatment issues. It does NOT accept complaints regarding dentist/staff communication with the patient, insurance, billing or fees. Peer Review also does NOT accept cases concerning care from non-member dentists, those where the patient has already initiated litigation, or when the named dentist has a case currently being reviewed by the Colorado State Board of Dental Examiners (or a history of being reviewed by the Board).

Once the form is received by the CDA, it is reviewed, given a file number and assigned to a Peer Review Council member for initial evaluation. At the next monthly Council meeting, the file is discussed and voted on for acceptance. Once the case has been accepted it is usually assigned to a representative volunteer dentist for mediation at the component level. The mediation process is a non-biased, non-judgmental conflict resolution between the provider and their patient. Patient exams and records collection are NOT part of mediation. The mediating dentist contacts all involved parties and tries to resolve the problem. If the problem is resolved, both parties sign a Resolution Agreement and the case is closed.

Most often, mediation is able to successfully resolve the complaint. However, if mediation fails to resolve the problem, the patient will be offered the next stage of review, which is arbitration. When a patient decides to proceed with arbitration, both the patient and the dentist must sign a binding arbitration agreement authorizing the proceeding and relinquishing their future rights to action in a court of law. Typically, the mediator is no longer involved and three dentists are assigned to review the case. This assessment may include a review of all pertinent records, separate interviews

**Criteria for Peer Review case acceptance:**
- The dentist whom the complaint is against must be a member of the CDA.
- The complaint must be regarding quality of care and/or appropriateness of treatment.
- The date of treatment in question must be within two years from the date of discovery.

**Criteria NOT accepted for the Peer Review process:**
- Complaints involving dentists who are not members of the CDA.
- Complaints of poor customer service, practice management or fees.
- Complaints concerning a staff member’s behavior.
- Complaints where a lawsuit has already been filed (an exception to this condition is the instance where a dentist has initiated litigation for the collection of fees).
- Complaints where the Peer Review Council finds that the issue has been reviewed or is currently in review by the Colorado State Board of Dental Examiners, other state peer review committees or managed care review bodies.

---

**Starting a New Dental Practice?**
- Need help with Marketing?
- Not sure what is the right location?
- Need guidance with hiring staff and training them?
- Would you like to be guaranteed $350,000-$400,000 in production your first year in business??

Veatch Consulting Services has a special focus on New Practice Starts along with Practice Management. Our goal is to offer you unsurpassed personal attention so your success is our success.

If you are starting a new practice, we will guarantee that you will produce $350,000-$400,000 in production your first year or we will give you 110% of your money back!

(303) 621-5387
veatchconsulting@comcast.net

---

**PEER REVIEW continued on page 10**
with all involved parties, and an examination of the patient if necessary. The arbitrating dentists then make their independent evaluations and recommendation in writing to the committee for discussion and decision. If their advice includes a monetary refund to the patient it cannot be more than the actual fees the patient paid for the service(s) in question. The CDA Peer Review Council reviews the paperwork and final decision, and then closes the case.

Peer review is not a court and has no disciplinary function. It provides a positive alternative dispute resolution mechanism that helps both the dentist and the patient when communication breaks down. The process itself is free of charge.

- The dentists who work with Peer Review are not paid for their time and efforts. They are trained volunteers and are expected to conduct fair and impartial mediations.
- The decision to accept a Peer Review case is based solely on the information supplied by the patient. Accepting a case simply allows the process to get started.
- The Peer Review process may result in a refund of some or all of the fees paid for a specific treatment. If a dentist agrees to refund some or all of the fees paid, this is not an admission of guilt and should not be construed as such.
- The maximum refund to the patient through Peer Review is the original fee the patient or insurance company paid. Payment for pain, suffering, inconvenience, or work performed by another dentist is not within the jurisdiction of the Peer Review process.

The bottom line is that Peer Review is an invaluable CDA member benefit. It diffuses many patient complaints, simply by letting patients be heard. It also offers a fair and impartial way of resolving dental treatment problems and misunderstandings, without involving State Board action against your license or costly litigation fees ($300 or more per hour!).

Each component society has its own Peer Review Committee, comprised of trained volunteer dentists from that local area. Ideally, representatives from each component society form the Peer Review Council. The CDA is currently seeking dentists from the San Juan Basin and Weld County component societies to serve on the Peer Review Council. The time commitment is minimal and appropriate training will be provided. If you are interested, please contact CDA Director of Membership Benefits Lu Anne Garvin at 303-996-2845, 800-343-3010 x105 or luanne@cdaonline.org.

Why Didn’t They Understand?

Miscommunication is often at the center of a conflict. Here are a few things to keep in mind to avoid unnecessary complaints by patients.

- Don’t get defensive when patients ask you multiple questions – they’re not questioning your ability, they just want to understand their course of treatment and options.
- Always obtain patient permission before providing any treatment. Anything that incurs a cost should be discussed with the patient in advance – especially treatment that is found to be needed while doing another procedure. Just because the patient needs it doesn’t mean that they don’t have a choice or say in the matter, or that they can afford it financially at the time.
- Be sure your staff members are treating your patients with respect. Rudeness, bluntness and condescending tones not only cause patients to stop listening, it can cause them to walk out of your office and not come back. It never hurts to eavesdrop on a conversation now and again between your staff members and patients.
- Listen to your patients concerns and understand their perspective. Just as you want patients to hear you out, make sure you afford them the same courtesy.

Career Opportunities
Available

PERFECT TEETH

DR. MARK A. BIRNER / 303-691-0680
IF YOUR VACCINES GET TOO HOT WILL YOUR BUSINESS INSURANCE LEAVE YOU OUT IN THE COLD?

TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE MEDICATION IS JUST ONE OF THE COMPLEX ISSUES YOU FACE daily. We understand. Because at COPIC Financial, we are experts in assessing health care risks, so we can answer questions many insurance agents cannot. And by working with many carriers, we can make sure you and your practice are adequately covered, educated, and paying the lowest possible premiums.

COPIC Financial offers all types of insurance for your practice and your people — workers’ compensation, business liability, disability insurance, Medicare supplements, personal and group health insurance, life insurance, employee benefits, long-term care insurance and retirement plans and investment planning.

When things get hot, you need a proven ally. Call 720.858.6280 or 800.421.1834. COPIC Financial. Our policy is putting you first.

COPIC Financial • 7331 E. Lowry Blvd., Denver, CO 80230 • 720.858.6280 or 800.421.1834
www.copicfs.com

EXPERIENCE Everything Dental.

Kodak Dental Systems
Innovation, in reach.

cornerstone
dental solutions
The strong foundation for your business technology

HENRY SCHEIN DENTAL
TO PLACE AN ORDER: 1-800-372-4346
Equipment Sales & Service: 1-800-643-6994
www.henryscheindental.com

PracticeWorks, Inc.

GENDEX
Kodak Dental Systems

CALL DAN OR KEVIN TODAY FOR A FREE SERVICE ASSESSMENT!
720-488-1199
The next time you write a prescription for a patient, take a minute to think about where that medication might end up after the patient no longer needs it.

The abuse of prescription medications is on the rise, especially among college and high school students. National studies show that while use of illicit drugs among students is declining, the abuse of prescription drugs among young adults has increased. Recent surveys stated that 19% of high school students have used medication not prescribed to them. Many teens feel that prescription drugs are “safer to use” than street drugs since they are easily obtained from friends and family medicine cabinets. In one report, the teens stated for the first time that prescription drugs are now easier to get than beer.

Colorado is not immune from this national trend. Any conversation with local parents or high school administrators reveals a variety of abuse-related incidents. In one small rural town, prom night came with five students being admitted to the emergency room for issues related to prescription drug overdoses. In another town, students laughed off the idea of the school using a breathalyzer for prom night since that would not “catch the problem.” A teen athlete who had an injury was approached daily by teammates wanting to buy her pain pills and a mom reported finding a whole bottle of Vicodin missing after her son’s friends were at the house.

Abuse of medications is not limited to our youth; it is becoming a more and more common issue across all age groups.

- In Colorado during 2008, 562 people died from abusing prescription drugs – that’s three times as many as those who died on our roads from drunk driving (173) crashes that same year.
- From 2003-2008, 49% of the drug-related deaths in Denver involved prescription drug abuse.
- In 2008, young adults (24 years and younger) made up nearly 20% of the statewide admissions to treatment facilities for opioids and 29% of the admissions for stimulants.
- In 2008, there were 2,601 emergency room visits in the Denver metro area related to opioid drug abuse, totaling 25% of all the drug related ER visits in the metro area.

What can you do as a dentist?

The next time you write a prescription, talk to your patient about the increase in prescription drug abuse:

- Let them know that sharing prescribed medications with friends and family is dangerous, possibly deadly and illegal.
- Encourage them to store all their medications in a safe secured location in their home, preferably in a locked box.
- Explain that anyone who enters a home (realtors, handymen, friends etc.) might be looking for these drugs. The street value varies but can be extremely high. Prescription drugs should be treated the same as cash, a credit card or other valuable items, and never kept in a medicine cabinet.
- Ask them NOT to discuss what medications they are taking with anyone but the pharmacist.
- Urge them to dispose of the extra medication properly. Check out RxDrugsNotYoursNotSafe.org for information about proper disposal of drugs and local community take-back programs.
- Keep prescription pads and samples locked at all times, and limit access to electronic prescriptions to only those with prescriptive authority.

By taking a few minutes to share this information with your patient, you can make a big difference in deterring the abuse of that medication.

FREE bookmarks with this information are available by contacting Beverly Gmerek at Peer Assistance Services, BGmerek@peerassist.org.

It is not just your patients who may be experiencing a problem with prescription drugs. Health professionals are not exempt. The Dentist Peer Assistance Program (DPAP) has served Colorado licensed dentists since 1993. Voluntary participants who come in before there are practice or licensure issues may remain anonymous to the Colorado State Board of Dental Examiners. 80% of DPAP participants have experienced misuse or abuse of prescription medications, primarily opiates.

If you, a colleague, a family member or an employee are experiencing any problem that could affect your practice, please contact Donna Lindsey, DPAP program director, at 303-369-0039 x207.
Safely Dispose of Unwanted Medication in Colorado

The Colorado Medication Take-Back Project is a network of secure boxes for the collection of unused and unwanted household medications. The collection boxes can be found at 10 locations (eight on the Front Range and two in Summit County):

**King Soopers**
- 3400 Youngfield St., Wheat Ridge
- 1650 30th St, Boulder
- 4271 S. Buckley Rd, Aurora
- 9551 S. University Blvd, Highlands Ranch
- 2810 Quebec St, Denver

**Tri-County Health Department**
- 4857 S. Broadway, Englewood
- 4201 E. 72nd Ave. Suite D, Commerce City

**Denver Health**
- Wellington E. Webb Center for Primary Care, 301 W. 6th Ave, Denver

**City Market**
- 300 Dillon Ridge Rd, Dillon
- 400 North Parkway, Breckenridge

When over-the-counter or prescription medications are no longer needed, they should be removed from the home. Unused medications can fall into the hands of small children and cause accidental poisoning. Older children and teens may be tempted to experiment with easily available medications causing harm to themselves or their friends.

Due to strict Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) regulations governing the disposal of narcotics and other controlled substances, they cannot be deposited in project boxes.

**Allowed**
- Prescription medications (except for narcotics or controlled substances)
- Over-the-counter medications
- Medication samples
- Pet medications
- Vitamins
- Liquid medication in glass or leak-proof containers
- Medicated ointments and lotions
- Inhalers

**Not Allowed**
- Narcotics and other controlled substances
- Bloody or infectious waste
- Personal care products
- Hydrogen peroxide
- Aerosol cans
- Thermometers
- IV bags
- Needles or other Sharps

Call 303-692-2903 or e-mail cdphe.hnmedtakeback@state.co.us if you have questions, or go to www.coloradomedtakeback.info for more information.
Dental offices produce several different types of waste all having unique methods of disposal or recycling. Understanding the types of waste and their proper disposal can be confusing. It is important to understand the proper management of each of these items to follow regulatory guidelines, and assure a safe and healthy environment. This article reviews the different types of waste generated in the dental setting, explains proper disposal, and suggests environmentally-friendly alternatives.

**HAZARDOUS WASTE**

Wastes are considered hazardous if they are ignitable, corrosive, reactive or toxic. With regard to hazardous waste, most dental clinics are classified as Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generators (CESQG), producing less than 100 kilograms (220 pounds or 25 gallons) and/or one kilogram of acute hazardous waste a month. Dental offices that fit into this category are required to identify all the hazardous waste they generate and dispose of it properly. CESQGs have the option of treating their own hazardous waste or ensuring delivery of it to a facility that is authorized to accept hazardous waste.


**Reducing Amalgam Waste**

There are several ways to reduce the amount of amalgam waste your office produces. First, purchase encapsulated amalgam in varying sizes. Using amalgam capsules in the size appropriate for the restoration will help reduce waste. Second, install an amalgam separator. It can remove 95% to 99% of the amalgam in wastewater. Third, according to Boulder Partners for a Clean Environment (PACE), do not use bleach or chlorine-based line cleaners, as these will cause the mercury to dissolve from the amalgam particles making it too small to be captured by the separator ([ci.boulder.co.us/www/pace/docu-ments/AmalgamSeparatorResourceSheet.pdf](http://ci.boulder.co.us/www/pace/documents/AmalgamSeparatorResourceSheet.pdf)). Lastly, using other effective mercury-free restorative materials where appropriate can help reduce amalgam waste.

**Reducing X-ray Waste**

Hazardous wastes produced from x-ray processing can be greatly reduced by using digital imaging. With digital imaging, there is no need to use processing chemicals or conventional film. The use of digital radiographs can eliminate hundreds of gallons of chemical waste each year.

---

**Good News!**

The Colorado Dental Association recently endorsed a medical waste disposal company to serve CDA member dentists.

**Medical Systems of Denver, Inc. (MSDI)** (MSDI) provides both hazardous and biohazard waste removal and disposal. CDA members receive special pricing of up to 10% off standard fees. MSDI offers services statewide. Once you sign-up with MSDI, they provide you with the appropriate collection containers, and removal services can be arranged to fit your office needs (pick-up as needed, monthly, bi-monthly, etc.).

MSDI provides local customer service from Frederick, Colo. and caters to the dental and medical community. They are in full compliance with all state and federal regulations.

To learn more or to sign-up, call MSDI today at 303-772-7971.
Old X-ray equipment can be given to a dental charity if it is still usable. The X-ray/Mammography Unit at the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) must be contacted at 303-692-3448 if there is a change in ownership or if the equipment is no longer in service. Equipment taken out of service should be dismantled and recycled or disposed of properly.

**INFECTIOUS WASTE**

Biohazardous, infectious wastes are any wastes contaminated with blood and body fluids, which could contain disease-causing microorganisms or viruses. Improperly handled, infectious waste carries the risk of infection, can injure unsuspecting people who come in contact with it, and can pollute the environment. In Colorado, infectious wastes are not regulated as hazardous waste; they are regulated as solid waste. Do not put any hazardous waste in infectious waste containers. Infectious dental wastes include sharps, blood or saliva soaked materials, free-flowing blood or body fluid, and human tissues. (Note: Extracted teeth with amalgam fillings are considered hazardous and infectious waste. Disinfect the teeth by soaking them for 10 minutes in a 1:10 bleach-to-water solution; do not heat sterilize. Place the teeth in the hazardous waste container labeled “Hazardous Waste—Amalgam and Dental Trap Waste”)

Generators of infectious waste must develop and implement an onsite infectious waste management plan appropriate for their facility. This plan must be available to the hauler of the waste, to the disposal facility, and to the licensing or regulatory agency. The plan must include the designation of infectious waste, provisions for the handling of that waste, staff training, contingency planning for spills or loss of containment, the designation of a person responsible for implementation of the plan, and provisions for appropriate on and off-site treatment or final disposal.

Properly labeled and packaged infectious waste may be disposed of in a permitted solid waste disposal facility without treatment with the permission of the waste hauler and disposal facility. However, few solid waste facilities are willing to take untreated infectious waste. If so, contact a medical waste disposal company for proper removal and treatment of the waste.

**NON-HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE**

There are many wastes generated in the dental setting that are not regulated as hazardous or infectious waste, but can be reduced in usage or recycled. This includes items such as paper, cardboard, aluminum, plastics, metals and solid glass. Offices can participate in local recycling efforts as well as reduce the use of these products. Some ideas to reduce waste include converting your practice to a paperless office, using reusable containers, choosing non-disposable or biodegradable items, and contracting with suppliers that minimize packaging waste.

All dental offices must manage their wastes correctly. When in doubt, check the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) or contact the Hazardous Materials and Waste Management Division at the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. The Customer Technical Assistance line is 888-569-1831 x3320. The hazardous waste regulations Website is [www.cdphe.state.co.us/regulations/hazwaste/](http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/regulations/hazwaste/).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waste Type</th>
<th>Storage/Containment</th>
<th>Proper Disposal</th>
<th>Environmentally Friendly Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elemental mercury</td>
<td>Do not keep on premises. Put in a tightly sealed, break resistant container labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Elemental Mercury&quot; and send for recycling.</td>
<td>Send to a mercury reclaimer or hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td>Use encapsulated amalgam in a variety of sizes to limit the amount of amalgam generated to only what is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairside traps (disposable and reusable)</td>
<td>Empty contents of reusable traps (tap contents into container, do not rinse out) or place entire disposable trap in a container dated and labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Amalgam and Dental Trap Waste.&quot;</td>
<td>Recycle, send to a metal reclaimer, or hazardous waste disposal (never discard in the trash, in red biohazard bag or sharps container, or down the drain).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum pump filters and/or sludge from amalgam separators</td>
<td>Don’t rinse out over drains or sinks. Change filter/canister according to the manufacturer’s recommended schedule.</td>
<td>Recycle, send to a metal reclaimer, or hazardous waste disposal (never discard in the trash, in red biohazard bag or sharps container, or down the drain).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact and non-contact amalgam, including empty amalgam capsules</td>
<td>Store in a sponge-type mercury container dated and labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Amalgam and Dental Trap Waste.&quot;</td>
<td>Recycle, send to a metal reclaimer, or hazardous waste disposal (never discard in the trash, in red biohazard bag or sharps container, or down the drain).</td>
<td>Use other effective mercury-free restorative materials where appropriate, and encapsulated amalgam in a variety of sizes to limit waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted teeth with amalgam</td>
<td>Do not heat sterilize. Disinfect and store in a sponge-type mercury container dated and labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Amalgam and Dental Trap Waste.&quot;</td>
<td>Recycle, send to a metal reclaimer, or hazardous waste disposal (Never discard in the trash, in red biohazard bag or sharps container, or down the drain).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater with amalgam</td>
<td>Hazardous waste; check with local wastewater pretreatment authority for permission to discharge to the sanitary sewer.*</td>
<td>Install an ISO 11143 certified amalgam separator to collect 95%-99% of amalgam from wastewater. Use pH neutral, non-bleach, non-chlorine line cleaners, which will minimize mercury dissolution.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spent X-ray fixer</td>
<td>Collect in container provided by the waste removal company, date and label &quot;Hazardous Waste-Used Fixer Solution.&quot;</td>
<td>Recover silver and recycle or hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td>Implement digital imaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused developer</td>
<td>Collect in container provided by the waste removal company, date and label &quot;Hazardous Waste-Used Developer.&quot;</td>
<td>Neutralize and check with local wastewater pretreatment authority for permission to discharge to the sanitary sewer*; or hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td>Implement digital imaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undeveloped film</td>
<td>Store in a container dated and labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Lead.&quot;</td>
<td>Manufacturer recycle program; send to a metal reclaimer; or hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td>Implement digital imaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead foil packets</td>
<td>Store in a container dated and labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Lead.&quot;</td>
<td>Manufacturer recycle program; send to a metal reclaimer; or hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td>Purchase lead-free shields. Give to a dental charity if still usable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead shields, aprons and collars</td>
<td>Test for leaks every 12-18 months.</td>
<td>Manufacturer recycle program; send to a metal reclaimer; hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old X-ray equipment cooling oil (may contain PCBs)</td>
<td>Contact EPA Region 8 for Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) requirements.</td>
<td>Use indicators without lead or barium.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam sterilization indicator tape, card and/or bags containing heavy metals (check MSDS for lead or barium)</td>
<td>Store in a container dated and labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Heavy Metals.&quot;</td>
<td>Hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td>Minimize use of products with these chemicals. Use steam or dry heat to sterilize, avoid using chemicals with chlorine or iodine. Use “green” products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrated disinfectants/cleaners containing formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde, hydrogen peroxide, PFC’s, alcohol, APE, or potassium hydroxide; including vapor sterilizer chemicals, chemical sterilants, ultrasonic cleaners, and hand sanitizers. Check MSDS</td>
<td>If concentrated and unused, hazardous waste disposal. If used, dilute with water and discharge in sewer. Check with local wastewater pretreatment authority for permission to discharge to the sanitary sewer.*</td>
<td>Use a reverse distributor for removal. Check if it is a P or U listed hazardous waste; if P listed, then the empty container is also a hazardous waste. Check if it is a characteristic hazardous waste. See hazardous waste regulations Website.**</td>
<td>Review use history and order only what is needed to reduce waste, eliminate or selectively accept drug samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical waste (used, leaking or expired) Including, but not limited to: injectable and topical anesthetics, epinephrine, antibiotics, analgesics, nitroglycerin, and ammonium inhalant</td>
<td>Use a reverse distributor for removal. Check if it is a P or U listed hazardous waste; if P listed, then the empty container is also a hazardous waste. Check if it is a characteristic hazardous waste. See hazardous waste regulations Website.**</td>
<td>Use a reverse distributor for removal. Check if it is a P or U listed hazardous waste; if P listed, then the empty container is also a hazardous waste. Check if it is a characteristic hazardous waste. See hazardous waste regulations Website.**</td>
<td>Review use history and order only what is needed to reduce waste, eliminate or selectively accept drug samples.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
#### Dental Waste Management Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waste Type</th>
<th>Storage/Containment</th>
<th>Proper Disposal</th>
<th>Environmentally Friendly Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAZARDOUS WASTE (continued)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent bulbs and HID lamps</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recycle or hazardous waste disposal unless &quot;green***&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Green* fluorescent bulbs*** or LED lights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-alkaline batteries</td>
<td>Store in a container labeled &quot;Hazardous Waste-Batteries.&quot;</td>
<td>Recycle or hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electronics recycling or hazardous waste disposal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIOHAZARDOUS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Sharps*&quot; such as: used and unused needles, scalpels, sutures, anesthetic carpules, instruments, burs, acid etch tips, endodontic files, blades, orthodontic wire, and broken glass</td>
<td>Red or yellow puncture resistant container with a lid that cannot be removed labeled with a biohazard symbol or the words &quot;Infectious Waste&quot; in letters at least one inch high. Do not overfill.</td>
<td>Infectious waste removal through a permitted solid waste company or a medical waste hauler.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human tissues and foreign bodies including teeth (without amalgam) removed during surgery</td>
<td>Container or bag with the biohazard symbol, or the words &quot;Infectious Waste&quot; in letters at least one inch high.</td>
<td>Infectious waste removal through a permitted solid waste company or a medical waste hauler.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood-contaminated (soaked and saturated) material or items, which would release blood or other potentially infectious materials, including saliva, if compressed (blood, or body fluid saturated items)</td>
<td>Container or bag with the biohazard symbol, or the words &quot;Infectious Waste&quot; in letters at least one inch high.</td>
<td>Infectious waste removal through a permitted solid waste company or a medical waste hauler.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid blood in free flowing form (blood/body fluids)</td>
<td>Container or bag with the biohazard symbol, or the words &quot;Infectious Waste&quot; in letters at least one inch high.</td>
<td>Infectious waste removal through a permitted solid waste company or a medical waste hauler.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-dripping gauze</td>
<td></td>
<td>NOT infectious-regular trash.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper, cardboard, aluminum, plastics, metals, glass</td>
<td>Recycle!</td>
<td>Recycle!</td>
<td>Become a paperless office. Use reusable and biodegradable supplies, such as cloth patient bibs and cassette wraps. Use suppliers that minimize packaging waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline batteries</td>
<td>Recycle!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old x-ray equipment</td>
<td>Notify X-Ray/Mammography Unit at the health department that equipment has been removed from service; dismantle and recycle circuitboards. Dispose of other components to regular trash a few components at a time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disinfectants with less than 4% glutaraldehyde or low concentrations of formaldehyde</td>
<td>Check with local wastewater pretreatment authority for permission to discharge to the sanitary sewer.</td>
<td>Use cleaners with less-hazardous materials like quaternary amines, tea tree oil or thyme.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Green*&quot; fluorescent bulbs and HID lamps</td>
<td>Recycle!!!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed film</td>
<td>Recycle or dispose in regular trash.</td>
<td>Implement digital imaging.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused fixer</td>
<td>Check with local wastewater pretreatment authority for permission to discharge to the sanitary sewer.</td>
<td>Implement digital imaging.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spent developer</td>
<td>Check with local wastewater pretreatment authority for permission to discharge to the sanitary sewer.</td>
<td>Implement digital imaging.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Facilities with septic systems should not dispose of these materials down the drain. Even small amounts can damage the septic system. Contact an industrial wastewater disposal company to dispose of these wastes.

**Helpful Websites**
- Hazardous Waste Regulations: [www.cdphe.state.co.us/regulations/hazwaste/](http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/regulations/hazwaste/)
- Dental Waste Compliance Bulletin: [www.cdphe.state.co.us/hm/photo.pdf](http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/hm/photo.pdf)

***A spent "green" fluorescent bulb is not a hazardous waste because it does not contain mercury in a leachable concentration of 0.2 mg/liter or more. These bulbs either have green writing on the bulbs or green endcaps to indicate they are more environmentally friendly. Lightbulb recycling through Curbside Inc. [http://www.curb-sideinc.com](http://www.curb-sideinc.com) or ULRECCA at 303-419-1220.
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Dental Treatment and Prosthetic Joints: No Evidence For Antibiotic Prophylaxis

By Thomas J. Greany, D.D.S.

The current position of the American Dental Association (ADA) and American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) regarding antibiotic prophylaxis for dental patients having total joint replacements has not been updated since 2002. In that year, an expert panel of dentists, orthopedic surgeons and infectious disease specialists performed a thorough review of then available data to determine the need for antibiotic prophylaxis to prevent hemogenous infection of prosthetic joints in patients who have undergone total joint arthroplasties (TJAs).1, 2

The panel concluded that antibiotic prophylaxis is not indicated for patients with total joint replacements. However, it was recommended that premédication be considered in “at risk patients,” which includes all total joint patients during the first two years following replacement; immunocompromised and immunosuppressed patients; and patients with co-morbidities such as previous joint infections, malnourishment, hemophilia, HIV, type 1 diabetes, and malignancy. But is this protocol grounded in science?

A new opinion by Oswald and Gould’s editorial exposes some surprising findings. First, the number of deaths from *Clostridium difficile* in the U.S. increased from 5.7 per million population in 1999 to 23.7 per million in 2004, possibly due to emergence of a highly virulent strain of the bacteria. This is an alarming increase of about 35% per year. In real numbers, it means that approximately 7,000 people died of the infection in 2004 in the U.S. alone. Worse still, Reuters, U.K. reported in February 2008 that the number of *C. difficile* deaths in the UK rose by 72% in 2006.

Of equal concern is that the U.S. Centers for Disease Control report that as many as 90% of the cases may be associated with antimicrobial drug use, underscoring the importance of judicious prescription of antibiotics. At 7,000 deaths per year, it may seem like the odds of having a patient die from a *C. difficile* infection are low. However, they are not insignificant.

About 1.2 million total knee and hip arthroplasties are currently performed in a two-year span in the U.S. These are the most common arthroplasties performed. It is often misunderstood that current recommendations are for those patients to be premedicated with antibiotics post-arthroplasty for two years when undergoing dental procedures.

In a personal e-mail correspondence with Dr. Thomas Pallasch (who chaired the 1997 ADA/AAOS committee on prosthetic joint prophylaxis), he wrote, “There is no evidence that dental treatment procedures cause prosthetic joint infections, and no evidence that antibiotic prophylaxis is EVER indicated” and “…nowhere in the text (of the ADA/AAOS Information Statement) does it say that antibiotic prophylaxis is mandatory.”

Dr. Pallasch further pointed out that the ADA version of the statement uses the terminology “prophylaxis should be given,” while the AAOS version uses the terminology “may be given.” He goes on to say that a major problem with the guidelines of TJA prophylaxis is that “few ever read the entire text and only concentrate on the exceptions to the rule—and then misread those to mean ‘must’ (prescribe).”

His final point was that “there are no evidence-based studies to support the contention that these immunocompromised patients are indeed at special risk for prosthetic joint infections, or that in the two years are at any particular risk for infections from oral microorganisms. These allegedly higher risk patients were inserted by the
orthopedists against my advice—they were not evidence-based and they could cause misinterpretation and medicolegal problems for the dentist. (The orthopedists) did not agree with this admonition, saying basically that if the first page (of the information statement) is read it should pose no problem. They failed to anticipate that the first page would not be read.” TJ A patients are generally encouraged to maintain good oral hygiene and visit the dentist regularly.6,4

About 135 million antibiotic prescriptions are written each year in the U.S. This means the risk of death from a C. difficile superinfection is about 5.2 per 100,000 prescriptions. If evenly distributed, this data would predict that as many as 60 total joint arthroplasty patients may die in the U.S. each year from a C. difficile infection. However, the odds of developing a superinfection from single dose antibiotic prophylaxis, it is also necessary to consider the epidemiology of C. difficile infections. Who actually dies of them? Anecdotal reports generally state “the elderly.” But that is the same cohort who receive the most total joint arthroplasties.

An article published in the May 2008 issue of Dental Abstracts lists “Orthopedic prosthetic joints” as “Medical conditions for which no antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended before dental treatment, although it does not specifically state whether this includes those at “high risk.” The report by Oswald and Gould does not specifically address at-risk patients, or those patients who are in the two-year post-operative period either. However, the position of Dr. Pallasch is clear. In a world demanding evidence as a basis for treatment, evidence in support of prosthetic joint infection prophylaxis simply does not exist."7

Peter Wilson, a microbiologist at University College London Hospital recently published an article online that contrasts American and British guidelines on the subject of antibiotic prophylaxis. Essentially, the American philosophy continues to recommend prophylaxis for high risk patients, which seems to be based more on precedent and fears of potential litigation than sound science. The UK National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence guidelines, based on the same published evidence, concluded that antibiotic prophylaxis will result in a net loss of life. Wilson also stated “...Clostridium difficile colitis was significantly more common with the longer course (of antibiotics).” The article did not put the odds at zero for single dose regimens.8

As important as it is to determine the risk of developing a superinfection from single dose antibiotic prophylaxis, it is also necessary to consider the epidemiology of C. difficile infections. Who actually dies of them? Anecdotal reports generally state “the elderly.” But that is the same cohort who receive the most total joint arthroplasties.

An article published in the May 2008 issue of Dental Abstracts lists “Orthopedic prosthetic joints” as “Medical conditions for which no antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended before dental treatment, although it does not specifically state whether this includes those at “high risk.” The report by Oswald and Gould does not specifically address at-risk patients, or those patients who are in the two-year post-operative period either. However, the position of Dr. Pallasch is clear. In a world demanding evidence as a basis for treatment, evidence in support of prosthetic joint infection prophylaxis simply does not exist."7
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The third annual Colorado Mission of Mercy (COMOM) was held Sept. 10-13, 2009 in Brighton, Colo.

This was the first time COMOM had been held in the metro area and the tremendous need was overwhelming. The first COMOM patient arrived in line at 4:45 p.m., the night before the clinic opened. She and her husband share a single vehicle and since he worked the night shift at his job, she insisted on being dropped off the day before the event to secure her desperately needed dental treatment. She wasn’t alone for long, as the second patient arrived just 45 minutes later. By nightfall the line of patients wound into the parking lot. Many came prepared with sleeping bags, blankets and card games to pass time during the long evening ahead. Despite cold concrete and cool temperatures, the patients in line were filled with good spirits and hope. After many years, they would be getting the dental care they desperately needed, and their pain would finally stop. By the time the clinic doors were ready to open at 5:30 a.m. the next day, over 1,000 patients were in line, instantly fulfilling the clinic’s capacity for the day.

Ultimately, over the course of two days, free dental treatment and services were provided to 1,282 patients.

COMOM was hosted at the Adams County Regional Park Complex, which was transformed into a large-scale clinic with over 100 dental chairs. Nearly 800 dentists, dental hygienists, dental assistants, dental lab technicians, students, nurses, pharmacists, and an array of community volunteers gave their time and services.

Patients age two through 88 years were treated on a first-come, first-served basis. Each patient underwent an oral cancer screening using VELscope technology and a dental evaluation. As dentists and dental hygienists became available, patients were guided to areas of the dental clinic where they were provided with dental treatment to include cleanings, fillings, root canals, extractions, and preparation for temporary partial dentures. Patients were also given home-care instruction on how to care for their teeth and the importance of preventive dental care.

Patients underwent 6,800 procedures at COMOM amounting to over $980,000 in donated dental care. Hundreds of patients were beaming with confidence – something that many of them hadn’t done in years. As one patient commented, “I feel pretty, happy, and...I can smile!”

With the downturn in the economy, one volunteer conveyed, “Many of the patients wanted to have their smiles improved so they would have a better chance at getting jobs. Many of these patients were looking for employment. It was good to know that after having that front tooth fixed, the patient felt more confident about himself and his chances to be considered for employment at an interview.”

COMOM received an outpouring of support from individuals and entities from the Brighton area. The excitement and enthusiasm for this statewide program was contagious. The local school district, service groups, churches, restaurants, businesses and corporations believed in and took part in the program. A Brighton volunteer remarked, “What a blessing to have had this in our community! A HUGE thank you is due to all the professionals who

---

### 2009 Volunteer Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dentists</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Hygienists</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Assistants</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Lab Technicians</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Billing Coders</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Equipment Specialists</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Students</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Dental Students</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Hygiene Students</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Assisting Students</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Health Professionals</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Volunteers</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>784</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
donated so much expertise, energy, time, and passion.”

The dental clinic also drew personal visits from five legislators and one legislative staff member, moving one state representative to tears. The weekend also achieved rampant media coverage from every major metro television station, the Denver Post, six radio stations and local publications. Thanks to a Pulitzer Prize winning photo journalist from Getty Images and a photo journalist from Bloomberg, news of COMOM also appeared in the Washington Post and the Wall Street Journal online. An article even appeared in the German Dental Journal!

COMOM was a rewarding experience for individuals donating their services. One volunteer commented,

“I was overwhelmed by the magnitude of the day! What a great opportunity for so many who are in need of dental care. I will definitely look forward to volunteering for such a worthwhile cause in the future!”

Many thanks are extended to everyone who volunteered and provided support to the 2009 COMOM. Patients shed tears and conveyed deep gratitude for the care and services they received. The time, talent and dedication of the volunteers truly made a difference in these patient’s lives.

Memorable Volunteer Experiences

I provided an oral cancer screening for a young woman who was in tears because of her mouth, which was rampant with caries. As I was leaving, she caught up to me and smiled: a real smile. She hugged me and thanked me for caring enough to volunteer and taking the time out of my day to provide services. This was my first year volunteering at COMOM, and I plan to be there every year from here on out. It was a very moving experience.

There was a man in his 50’s who I met outside in line on Friday morning. He had pulled his own tooth just days before he found out about COMOM. He was there to have more teeth pulled. When I saw him again on Saturday afternoon, he was getting a flipper to fill in his gaps left by his extractions. He was smiling and happy. His pain-free smile was worth my volunteer time.

We had a patient who was having difficulty making ends meet. He was in sales and had three anterior teeth that were fractured off at the cervical margin. I performed root canals on those three teeth and a restorative dentist did an excellent job with the esthetics. He cried because he felt he would now be able to provide better for his family.

All the gratitude from the patients and parents was very moving. I had great interactions with teenage patients who did not understand the relationship between diet and dental decay. They had some great questions and hopefully they changed some of their habits.

We had a patient on Saturday who was a “total basket case” about getting her work done including the replacement of 7-10. When we placed the partial, her husband who was just as nervous as she was, told her she looked beautiful. We all started crying.
Thank you COMOM Volunteers:
Thank You to our Generous Donors!

Delta Dental of Colorado
Platte Valley Medical Center
Bank of The West
United Power - Operation Round-Up Foundation
Dr. Filipp Sapienza - Powell Family Charitable Fund of the Greater Saint Louis Community Foundation
Rosie Wall Community Spirit Grant - ADHA Institute for Oral Health
Hispanic Advisory Council - Brighton School District 27J
ThunderRidge High School - Grizzly Bear Backer Club
Wells Fargo
Adams County Regional Park Complex
American Red Cross
American Trailer Storage Leasing of Fort Collins
Arbys - Brighton
Arkansas Valley Dental Society
Black Diamond Dental Studio
Brighton Breakfast Lions Club
Brighton Chamber of Commerce
Brighton Early Rotary Club
Brighton English Seventh-day Adventist Church
Brighton Kiwanis Club
Brighton Local Color
Brighton School District 27J
Brighton Standard Blade
Bromley Companies
Buffalo Wild Wings - Brighton
Chick-fil-A - Brighton
Chili’s - Brighton
Cod Coffee Company
Colorado Springs Dental Society
Colorado Prosthodontic Society
Commerce City Gateway News
CSI Colorado
Dentsply Professional
Denver Nuggets
Eclipse Engineering
Empire Portable Restrooms
Gnathodontics
Hampton Inn - Brighton
Henry Schein
Home Depot - Brighton
Home Depot - Longmont
IHOP - Brighton
Imprints Wholesale
Johnson and Wales University - College of Culinary Arts
Kohl’s Department Stores - Brighton
LaBrea Bakery
La Pantera 92.9 FM
Larimer County Dental Society
Lone Star Steakhouse - Brighton
Mastercrafter Dental Lab
McDonalds - Brighton
Medical Systems of Denver Metropolitan Denver Dental Society
Montage Graphics
My Cherished Memories
Northern Hills Christian Church
Ortega’s Patterson Dental
Platte Valley Ambulance Service
Premier Dental
Project Smile Corporation
Red Bird Farms
Reflections Apparel
Rely Aid
Santigos
Sierra Radiation
Subway - Brighton
Sunstar
Target - Brighton
Tiara Printing
Uhlter Dental Supply
United Power
United Rentals
Valley Bank & Trust
VELscope
VFV - Brighton
Walmart - Brighton
Weld County Dental Society
Western Colorado Dental Society
Western Information Systems Engineering Resources
The Worship Center
Wright Group Event Services
James Abramowitz DDS
John Abrams DDS
Mark Adams DDS
Eric Adler DMD
Jack Allen DDS
Richard Anderson DDS
Roger Anderson DDS
Raymond Armstrong DDS
Lisa Augustine DDS
William Ayers DDS
Steven Bagley DMD
Bruce Baldwin DDS
John Basset DDS
John Bauman DDS
George Belfry DDS
Myra Bender RDH
Robert Benke DDS
Sidney Benner DDS
Shane Bego DDS
Deborah Bhasker DDS
John Bishop DDS
Andrew Bland DDS
Jacqueline Blasco DDS
Gary Blumenschein DDS
Roger Boltz DDS
Malcolm Boone DDS
Brandi Bottoms DDS
Paul Botone DDS
Gary Bozeman DDS
James Bradley DDS
Gerald Branes DDS
Liliane Brantes DDS
Thomas Brewer DDS
Terry Brewick DDS
Cherie Brown DDS
Michael Burnham DDS
William Burns DDS
Ryan Cable DDS
Michelle Caldwell DDS
Vance Carlson DDS
Lisa Carlson-Marks DDS
Perri Carnes DDS
Marc Carter DDS
Douglas Carver DDS
Bryan Cassedy DDS
Wayne Castle DDS
Joseph Catalano DDS
Kevin Chapman DMD
Charles Chew DDS
Kevin Chist DMD
Mark Chua DDS
Michael Cimino DDS
Vincent Cleeves DDS
Larry Coffee DDS
Ronald Conciad DDS
HD Comer DDS
Don Cox DDS
James Craig DDS
Thomas Croghan DDS
Joseph Dankey DDS
Charles Garrel DDS
Jack Davis DDS
Walter Davis DDS
Brock Deal DDS
Jill Decker DDS
John DiBiagio DDS
Robert DiGiorgio DDS
John Dildine DDS
Jim Dinkley, Ph.D.
Scarlet Disse-Pfeifer DDS
Monica Dobbin DDS
Chad Richardson Dobbin DDS
Charles Doolittle DDS
G Bruce Douglas DDS
Bruce Dunn DDS
Matthew Dunn DDS
Terry Eckles DDS
James Eich M.D.
Richard Elliott DDS
Steve Enea DDS
Steven Eurch DDS
Kevin Evans DDS
Angela Evanson DDS
Joel Feinberg DDS
Neal Fenton DDS
Dennis Ferraro DDS
Ronald Ferrendelli DDS
Gary Field DDS
Charles Fischer DDS
David Fishman DDS
Roslyn Fleischman
Russell Ford DMD
Randy Fournier DDS
Michael Fuqua DDS
William Furuta DDS
Thom Forti DDS
Neil Fyfe DDS
John Foy DDS
Thomas Foy DDS
Michael Freimuth DDS
Nicole Furuta DDS
Howard Goins DDS
Randolph Geoghan DDS
Louis Gerken DDS
Leroy Gerry DDS
Shauna Gilmore DDS
Jessica Goette RDH
Bradley Goings DDS
Nicklas Gooskof DDS
Ronald Grout DDS
Alan Gurman DDS
John Hanck DDS
James Hargleroad DDS
Jennifer Hargleroad DDS
Katherine Harmon DDS
Meredith Harris DDS
Donald Hart DDS
Fred Harvey DDS
David Harvey DDS
Karl Heggland DDS
Lloyd Heikes DDS
Courtney Heinicke DDS
Dr. Paul Helmstetter
Jamesther DDS
Christopher Higuchi DDS
John Hildebrant DDS
Gary Horn DDS
Scott Horsley DDS
Timothy Hubble DDS
Gary Hulse DDS
Michael Hurta DDS
Michael Israelson DDS
James Jack DDS
David Jackson DDS
Stephen Jackson DDS
Terrence Jakubans DDS
David James DDS
Mark Janowski DDS
Jesse Jenkins DDS
Leslie Johnson DDS
Jeffrey Kahl DDS
Robert Kammer DDS
Anthony Kardelis DDS
Rahim Karmali DDS
James Kearney DDS
John Kearney DDS
Charles Kelley DDS
Stephen Kelly DDS
James Kennedy DDS
Barry Keogh DDS
David Kim DDS
Derek Kirkham DDS
Donald Klantowski DDS
Mark Klein DDS
Richard Kloehn DDS
Thomas Klumb DDS
Darrel Kneupper DDS
Keith Kohrs DDS
Kimberly Kretch DDS
Robert Kurth DDS
Jennifer Kurth DDS
Drwaine Kurtz DDS
William Lacey DDS
Gregg Lage DDS
Kenneth Lahr DDS  
Brian Langenfeld DDS  
Kye Lee DDS  
Bradley LeValley DDS  
John Ley DDS  
Richard Ligon DDS  
Shiloh Lindsey, DDS  
Sunshine Lodwick DDS  
Eloisa Lovato DDS  
Teresa Lowery DDS  
David Lurie DDS  
Michael Malivuk DMD  
Herbert Mameda DDS  
J Gregory Mann DDS  
Sharlene Martinson DDS  
James Mauer DDS  
James McCartney DDS  
Lamont McMurtrey DDS  
Guy Mertz DDS  
James Monk DDS  
Kelly Monroe DDS  
Thomas Moran DMD  
Robert Morrow DMD  
Jeffrey Moser DDS  
F Robert Murphy DDS  
Ivan Nairman DDS  
Robert Nassimbene DDS  
Bryan Nelson DDS  
James Nelson DDS  
Jeff Nelson DDS  
Roger Nishimura DDS  
David Nock DDS  
Samuel Novak DDS  
Robert Nykaza DDS  
William Oldershaw DDS  
Dwight Olson MDM  
Kelly O’Neal DDS  
Kevin O’Neill DDS  
Larry O’Neill DMD  
Mark Orr DDS  
Thomas Overton DDS  
Brandon Owen DDS  
Ronald Palmer DDS  
John Parrish DDS  
Kevin Patterson DDS  
Ken Peters DDS  
Bruce Peterson DDS  
Jerry Peterson DDS  
Justin Petracek DDS  
William Pfeifer DDS  
Dianne Pierson DDS  
Thomas Pilek DDS  
Michael Plous DDS  
Nino Pollaccia DDS  
Michael Poulos DMD  
Murray Powell DDS  
Robert Powers DDS  
Patrick Prendergast DDS  
Nicolas Pruett DDS  
Lawrence Purcell DDS  
Rhet Quist DDS  
William Reardon DDS  
Karina Redko DDS  
Paul Regan DMD  
Mark Reinicke DDS  
Alan Reisman DDS  
Bryan Pirkle DDS  
Kristin Robbins DDS  
Stephen Robertson DDS  
Edmund Robison DDS  
Richard Rozehnal DDS  
Sharon Russell DDS  
Ellen Sachs DDS  
Jeanne Salcetti DDS  
Bryan Savage DDS  
Gerald Savory DDS  
Pasco Scarpella DDS  
Michael Scheidt DDS  
Ronald Schmidt DDS  
Charles Schonberger DDS  
Andrew Schope DDS  
Darrell Schuler DDS  
RJ Schultz DDS  
Timothy Schwartz DDS  
Clark Scruven DDS  
James Setterberg DDS  
Roberta Shaklee DDS  
Peter Shelley DDS  
Paul Sherick DDS  
Mark Shimoda DMD  
Paul Sica DMD  
Larry and Brenda Simmons DDS  
Nancy Simons DDS  
Carl Skalski DDS  
Bradley Smith DDS  
JE Smith DDS  
Cindy Snyder DDS  
Stephen Stein DDS  
H Scott Stewart DDS  
Michael Stiles DDS  
Dale Strietzel DDS  
Corbett Summers DDS  
Donald Swartz DDS  
Demetrios Sypses DDS  
Clara Tao DDS  
Glenn Thompson DMD  
Mark Thubber DDS  
Kathy Tomlinson DDS  
HK Townsend DDS  
Arlene Tsang DDS  
Celia Turner DDS  
Michael Unser DDS  
Mark Uremovich DDS  
Calvin Utke DDS  
Peter Vanicek DDS  
Melissa Vernick DDS  
Robert Wilson DDS  
Eric Van Zytveld DDS  
Kenneth Versman DDS  
John Volp DDS  
Timothy Wachuta DDS  
John Walker DDS  
Richard Wallace DDS  
John Warner DDS  
Kathryn Warren DDS  
Larry Weddle DMD  
Bradley Weekes DDS  
John Weissman DDS  
Brian West DDS  
Dan Wherley DDS  
Kenneth Wilson DDS  
Philip Wimpee DDS  
Heidi Wingquist DDS  
Jeffrey Wong DDS  
Robert Yardumian DMD  
Jeffrey Young DDS  
Wayne Zarlello DDS  
Ronald Zastrow DDS  
Ryan Zastrow DDS  
Daniel Zeppelin DDS  
Bruce Zimmerman DDS  

Yes you can...  
SELL YOUR PRACTICE & CONTINUE TO LEAD IT.  
We specialize in confidential, full-service transitions and would appreciate the opportunity to speak with you about your financial goals. As a buyer we charge no fees and we’re happy to work directly with you or your advisors.  
To learn more please contact  
Sean Epp at (715) 579-4188  
or sepp@mountainidental.com  
We look forward to hearing from you!  

Mountian Dental  
www.mountaintidental.com
The Colorado Dental Association introduces a Website building tool for your practice

- Exclusive for CDA members
- Build a Website in just a few hours with our user-friendly software
- Websites are hosted by the CDA
- Choose from a variety of templates to customize your site’s appearance
- Have access to CDA support

Just $49.99 per month!* 

Advertising in the phone book is expensive and a dated method for today’s computer savvy consumers. The average dentist spends $7,000 in phone book ads each year. Establishing your presence online is not only a good marketing practice, but it can save you thousands of dollars.

Start 2010 off right – Learn more and reserve your site today at cdaonline.org/MyWebsite
303-740-6900 or 800-343-3010

“I set up my Website in just an hour using the CDA’s program. It was simple, intuitive and very user friendly. I was able to upload images to my site and forms for patients to download. I can’t believe how easy it was to create my own Website.”

- Dr. Ken Peters, Highlands Ranch, CO

Coming in February!
Make Your New Year’s Resolution to Get Your Practice Online!
Join us...

Higher income, training, comfortable environment, and state-of-the-art facilities at your fingertips.

We take care of the business, you take of the dentistry!

What’s not to love?

Current Locations:

Future Expansion:

- Westminster
- Lone Tree
- Highlands Ranch
- Lakewood
- Colorado Springs

To join us, contact Joe Saporito
(720) 270-6849 or saporitoj@pacden.com
With February just around the corner, the Colorado Dental Association is busy preparing for National Children’s Dental Health Month. As in years past, the CDA is organizing Give Kids a Smile Day, a national day of free treatment and education for underserved children to bring awareness to the access-to-care issue that many families face.

**Give Kids a Smile Day: Friday, Feb. 5, 2010**

Thank you to the dental offices and individuals who have registered to participate in Give Kids a Smile Day, a national access-to-care day for children. Dentists across Colorado, and the nation, will be providing free treatment to children, and visiting schools and community centers to teach children about the importance of good oral health. For the fourth year, continuing education (CE) credit will be available to dentists participating in Give Kids a Smile events. CE forms will be sent to participating offices in the coming weeks.

If you have registered for Give Kids a Smile Day, you should have received a confirmation e-mail or fax in December from the CDA regarding your participation. If you did not receive this information or if you have any additional questions, please call the CDA at 303/740-6900 or 800/343-3010.

Statewide activities for this year’s event will range from puppet shows in schools to full orthodontic treatment at no charge. We applaud you in advance for your generosity and dedication to this program. Typically, Give Kids a Smile Day events fall into one of three categories: private treatment, offsite treatment and educational/school presentations. Please note the important information below.

- **Private Treatment:** Thank you for volunteering to treat children in your private dental office. Your office is either recruiting patients for the day OR has contacted the CDA to help with patient recruitment (if you are unsure of your patient source, please contact Molly Pereira at the CDA as soon as possible). If you requested patients through the CDA, local school nurses or nearby health centers will be providing you with patients to schedule. Events of this nature tend to have an increased number of no-show patients due to transportation and other issues on the actual day. To maximize your valuable time on Feb. 5, please consider double booking a few extra patients. Additional information to help prevent “no shows” and tips on scheduling can be found at cdaonline.org/GKAS.

- **Offsite Treatment:** Thank you for volunteering to treat patients in a nearby clinic, non-profit health center or at the CU Denver School of Dental Medicine. The facilities will have patients and a schedule waiting for you on Feb. 5. You will be receiving more information by mid-January regarding hours of operation and directions to the facility. Please contact the CDA if you have any questions regarding your Give Kids a Smile arrangements.

- **Educational/School Presentations:** Thank you for volunteering to provide much needed education in schools, community centers, etc. If you requested additional activity sheets, lesson plans or materials, they will be mailed to you by mid-January. If you would like to do a presentation but need a school to go to, please contact the CDA or the Metro Denver Dental Society (303-488-9700) for a list of interested classrooms.

As you prepare for your Give Kids a Smile event, less than a month away, please know the CDA is here to help make your day a success. If you have any questions or need additional assistance, please call the CDA at 303-740-6900 or 800-343-3010.
A little background: Money that you have in a traditional IRA can be converted to a Roth IRA. This is accomplished by paying the income taxes on the converted amount now. Paying the taxes now might seem contrary to conventional wisdom, however, there are many advantages to a Roth IRA. For example, the money grows tax-free, meaning you won’t be taxed on any future qualified distributions from the account regardless of how much it has grown. Also, since you’ve already paid taxes on the amount you contributed or converted, the government won’t benefit when you take distributions, therefore it doesn’t require you to take distributions at age 70½ or thereafter.

Tax laws regarding Roth IRA conversions have changed. Currently, Roth IRA conversions are not allowed if your adjusted gross income exceeds $100,000. Beginning in 2010, Roth conversions will be available to everyone regardless of income level. A Roth conversion, as mentioned above, is a taxable event. However, if the conversion is made in 2010 and completed by Dec. 31, you have the option of reporting the converted amount on your 2010 tax return, OR reporting half of the amount on your 2011 tax return and the remainder on your 2012 tax return. This ability to spread the taxes over the subsequent two years applies only to Roth conversions completed in 2010.

For higher wage earners, this may be a prime opportunity to convert money into a Roth IRA to enjoy tax-free growth. Remember, once you’ve paid taxes on the amount converted, you’ll owe no taxes on future earnings as they are withdrawn. Also, while your heirs will be required to take distributions over their life expectancies when they inherit your Roth IRA, these distributions will be tax-free for them as well. A certified financial planner can help you determine how a conversion might best be handled. In some cases, it might even be appropriate to involve your estate planning attorney to ensure that the strategy is consistent with your estate planning.

The rules require your Roth IRA to “age” for five years to be tax-free. This means that you must avoid taking a withdrawal from the Roth IRA for five years after conversion. The clock starts to tick on Jan. 1 of the year that you converted your Roth IRA. If you do take a withdrawal from your Roth IRA prior to meeting the five-year rule, then you will owe taxes on any earnings that are withdrawn and, depending on your circumstances, a 10% penalty may be assessed too. Some exceptions to the five-year rule include disability, higher education expenses and first time homebuyer expenses.

Furthermore, given the bear market and its resulting depressed account values, the timing for a Roth conversion may be terrific. You’ll be taxed on the value of the account at the time of the conversion, regardless of what it may

**New Rules for Roth IRAs**

Is a Roth Conversion Right For You?

By Mimi N. Hackley, M.P.H., C.F.P.
have been worth in past years. So, if your IRA account value is close to its five to six year low, consider converting soon rather than waiting for the market to recover.

The media may lead you to believe the “to Roth or not” decision is an easy choice. In reality, there are a number of issues to consider before converting and your individual circumstances will influence whether a Roth conversion is a good idea for you.

If you are interested in discussing whether a Roth conversion is an appropriate strategy seek the assistance of your certified financial planner, accountant and/or estate planning attorney.

Save the Date!
124th CDA Annual Session
June 10-13, 2010
Crested Butte, CO

Featured Speaker:
Terry Tanaka, D.D.S.

Dr. Tanaka is a world-renowned speaker known for his exciting presentations and outstanding clinical skills. He is a clinical professor at the University of Southern California School of Dentistry, and founder and director of the “TMD and Restorative Dentistry Study Groups.”

You won’t want to miss his exciting program or this beautiful mountain resort location.

Join your colleagues for a weekend of CE, networking and Colorado scenery at its best.

Visit cdaonline.org/annualsession or Call 303-740-6900 or 800-343-3010 for more information.
Opportunities Wanted:

Opportunity Wanted: Experienced 18+ years GP looking for PT associate position, one-to-two days/wk. in south Littleton, Highlands Ranch, Lone Tree area. I am flexible in days and hours and have Cerac experience. If interested contact mysonz369@gmail.com.

Opportunity Wanted: Highly motivated and experienced general dentist actively looking for dental practice to purchase in the Denver metro area. Please e-mail sp098009@yahoo.com with information.

Opportunity Wanted: Experienced in all phases of orthodontic and endodontic treatment. Great opportunity in northern Colorado. Associate needed to join our comprehensive care facility. IV sedation licensure required or planned on getting in the near future. Must have at least two years exp., and/or one year GPR residency. Contact Bill Reardon, D.D.S., 970-420-5997, or send resume to opmdw41@yahoo.com.

Associate/Partner: Seeking associate/partner in position in Grand Junction area. LVI cosmetic, resin, endo, implants, full mouth rehabs. Reply to accessstom@gmail.com.

Opportunity Wanted: 14-year experienced GP looking for assoc/partner position in Grand Junction area. LVI cosmetic, resin, endo, implants, full mouth rehabs. Reply to DrGJ2009@yahoo.com for CV or further info.

Opportunity Wanted: Colorado licensed board certified pediatric dentist with solo and group practice seeks immediate PT employment. Experienced in all phases of orthodontic and dentofacial orthopedic treatment. Please contact kidsdentistco@gmail.com.

Opportunity Wanted: Retired orthodontist in Denver metro area seeking part-time work; can also cover vacations and health issue situations. I can be reached at darbyhedo@q.com.

Positions Available:

Associate: Well-established, privately owned general dental practice in Centennial looking for full-time associate dentist with potential for buy-in. Please fax resume to 303-694-0557 or call 303-694-6400.

Associate: Associate needed ASAP with guaranteed buy-out within six months. Owner relocating. Beautiful Class-A fee-for-service office in Colorado Springs. Please contact 719-358-3755 or send resume to jmmdental@swat.com.

Associate: Well-established, newly remodeled, Arvada dental office is looking for an associate dentist who has the attitude of a recent graduate and is willing to work hard. Let’s see if we’re right for each other. Please call us to schedule an interview, 303-423-0860.

Associate: New dental office opening in Green Valley Ranch, Colo., late February 2010, seeking associate dentist. Our state-of-the-art office will be completely digital and chartless. We are seeking an associate dentist that has completed a dental residency and military residency a plus. We need an individual who is able to sell large treatment plans with confidence and will retain many, if not all procedures in office. This is an extremely wonderful opportunity with high earning potential for the right individual. If this sounds like what you’ve been looking for, please send your resume and CV to Stephanie Rose at Stephanie@veatchconsulting.com. We look forward to hearing from you.

Associate: Sedation practice. Great opportunity in northern Colorado. Associate needed to join our comprehensive care facility. IV sedation licensure required or planned on getting in the near future. Must have at least two years exp., and/or one year GPR residency. Contact Bill Reardon, D.D.S., 970-420-5997, or send resume to opmdw41@yahoo.com.

Associate/Partner: Seeking associate/partner in position in Grand Junction area. LVI cosmetic, resin, endo, implants, full mouth rehabs. Reply to accessstom@gmail.com.

Associate: North Colorado Springs, Northgate Dental. Thriving adult reconstruction practice seeking associate to perform all phases of adult dentistry. Position is immediately available for PT w/possible FT or buy-in. Gross sales over $1.5M, 30-50 NP/mo. Contact Paul Dodsworth, drd@northgateoralcare.com.

Associate: Tired of the “business” of dentistry? Well-established metro Denver area practice seeking general dentist for associate position. Fee-for-service only practice. Three years experience or GPR required. For more information, please contact Dr. Malcolm E. Boone II, D.D.S., M.S., at 303-388-1661 or 303-451-1111 for details or fax CV to 303-451-7238.

Associate Positions: Please visit our Website, www.ctc-associates.com, for current associate opportunities and e-mail your resume to info@ctc-associates.com.

Associate Buy-In: Lakewood and Eagle County. Please e-mail your resume to info@ctc-associates.com or call Larry Chatterley at 303-795-8800.

Associate: General dentist wanted for associate or partnership. Office location is in Pueblo, Colo. Unique opportunity, call 719-546-0404 for more info, ask for Kris.

Associate: Howard Dental Center, serving adults, youth and children living with HIV/AIDS, is seeking an associate dentist to provide comprehensive and integrated oral health care within a well known and recognized public health setting. A thorough background in general dentistry and previous experience working with HIV+ patients are the requirements for the successful candidate for this position. Please send cover letter and resume by Nov. 6 to Dr. Joan Grevec, dental director, Howard Dental Center, 1420 Ogden St., Denver, CO 80210, or fax 303-832-7823. Howard Dental Center is an Equal Opportunity Employer, and the position is full-time with a competitive salary and generous benefit package.

Oral Surgeon or Periodontist: South Denver, University and County Line. All digital x-rays, pano, four private ops. Immaculately appointed office in complex w/six other dentists. Thursdays and Fridays available. Seeking oral surgeon or periododontist. Call Stephanie, 720-488-4801.

Pediatric Dentist: My Kid’s Dentist is looking for an experienced pediatric dentist to work PT-FT in our brand new state-of-the-art facility. We offer high income potential, training, a comfortable working environment, exceptional benefits package, and ownership opportunities. We are currently located in Superior and have plans to open up pediatric practices in Westminster, Lone Tree, Highlands Ranch, Lakewood and Colorado Springs. For more information or to visit a practice, contact Joe Saporito at 720-270-6849 or e-mail him at saporitoj@MyKidsDentistsOnline.com.

Dentist: General dentist opportunity available with an innovative high-tech group practice in Denver and surrounding areas. The practices have both associate and partnership opportunities available. The practices have a large patient base with no managed care contracts. Seasoned dentist with five+ years practice experience desired. Ideal candidates should be charismatic, compassionate, innovative, consistently learning new innovative dental techniques and procedures, exhibit leadership qualities, listen and communicate well, and have a drive for success. Dental professionals who join our practice should strive to be the kindest, most compassionate dental providers in the delivery and pricing of our services. Candidates should also be open-minded to making the mental transition from a dentist to an oral facial physician, and by doing so will result in exceeding the expectations of our guests. Our practices use the latest in dental technology including diagnostats, Biolase Waterlase MD, digital and intra-oral images, same-day CAD/CAM crowns fabrication, remineralization practices, oral pH testing, among other innovative techniques. Please fax CV and letter of introduction to 303-430-7450 or e-mail the information to mnsallisten@tdamerica.com (Attn: Mac McAllister).


Dentists: Denver, Colo. Perfect Teeth is seeking senior dentists in Colorado with a compensation range of $90,000 to $200,000+. Successful private or group experience required. Benefit package. Also seeking associate dentists (compensation range $75,000 to $95,000). Specialized opportunities also available for part-time and full-time ortho, endo, oral surgery, pedo and perio with exceptional compensation. Call Dr. Mark Birner at 303-691-0680, e-mail at mbriner@perfectteeth.com or visit www.bdmshemteeth.com.

Dentists: Denver, Colo. Dental One is opening new offices in the upscale suburbs of Denver. Dental One is unique in that each of our 12 offices in the Denver area has an individual
Practices for Sale

Practice: Yes you can...sell your practice and continue to lead it. We specialize in confidential, full-value transitions and would appreciate the opportunity to speak with you about your financial goals. As a buyer, we charge no fees and we’re happy to work directly with you or your advisors. To learn more please contact Sean Epp at 715-579-4188 or sepp@mountain-dental.com. Visit us on-line at www.mountain-dental.com.


Practice: Ouray, Colo. Part-time practice. Three-chair, fully computerized office. Have time to enjoy the outdoor opportunities of the San Juan’s and practice dentistry. Contact Mary at swcodentist@yahoo.com.

Practice: Southwestern Colorado. Well-established (14 yrs.) prestigious practice. Has four ops., projected 2009 gross $850,000+. Sees 200+ pts./mo. (70% FFS). E-mail info@promed-financial.com or 888-277-6633.

Practice: Northeastern Colorado. Excellent cash flow! DE $240,000! Country boutique practice. $387,000 collections, three days per week, 1,000 active patients! Modern facility with pano. Priced to sell $212,000. Susan Spear, MBP, Inc., 303-973-2147, e-mail susan@practicebrokers.com.

Practice: Fort Collins, Colo. The perfect practice! Great location $841,000 2008, 60% overhead, high-tech equipment, exceptional team, beautiful office! Won’t last long! Susan Spear, MBP, Inc., 303-973-2147, e-mail susan@practicebrokers.com.

Practice: Denver, Aurora, Greeley, Northeastern Colorado. Many new listings now available! Call today for specific information. Susan Spear, practice transition specialist/licensed broker, SAS Transitions, MBP, Inc., 303-973-2147, susan@sastransitions.com/susan@practicebrokers.com.

New owner practice success program! Before and after the sale transition support for new owners! Are you considering a practice purchase or did you recently purchase a practice? Don’t make mistakes you cannot fix! Work with the experts in practice transitions. Susan Spear, 303-973-2147, and Amy Kirsch, 303-796-0056, have teamed up to support you through your first year! susan@sastransitions.com, amy@amykirsch.com.

Practice: Pinetop, Ariz. Dentist retiring. Pinetop is in the N.E. corner of Arizona just 35 miles from Snow Flake, Arizona. It is at 7,200 ft. elevation, within national forest, skiing, fishing, etc. The practice is a long-established general practice. No prepaid plans, some PPO, about 50% fee-for-service. Six fully established operatories, panoramic, digital x-ray, nitrous oxide, microscope. Two hygienists, two assistants, and two front office persons. Production will be above $800,000 for the year on a four-day, 36 hour week. Call for more details and to make an offer, 928-367-2149, 928-205-8357 or cpeiser@hotmail.com.

Practice: Small pediatric practice for sale. Share space with an orthodontist. Great starter location near Park Meadows Mall. Call Shannon at 303-792-0345.


Seller/Buyer Services: If you would like more information on how to buy, sell or associate in a practice, please call Larry Chatterley at 303-795-8800 or visit our website for practice transition information and current practice opportunities at www.ctc-associates.com.


Classifieds continued on page 34
CLASSIFIEDS continued from page 33

Practice: Loveland, Colo. Practice offers unlimited growth potential with a now better-than-average patient base for practice this size. Fee-for-service; low overhead. Call Dave Goldsmith, 303-304-9067 or dgoldsmith@aftco.net.

Practice: Montrose, Colo. Practice grossing $620,000+ with 2,000+ active patients; averaging 50 new patients/month. Favorable lease. Dentist extremely motivated and anxious to move for family reasons. For more info, call Dave Goldsmith, 303-304-9067 or dgoldsmith@aftco.net.

Buyers & Sellers: If you want your transaction to be handled in a professional, non-adversarial environment, we welcome the opportunity to be of service to you. We will determine your needs, and then fit you with one of our 150 programs to help you achieve “Quality of Life” goals. Visit our Website, www.aftco.net. Dave Goldsmith, 303-304-9067 or dgoldsmith@aftco.net.

SPACE AVAILABLE

Space Sharing: Dental operatory for rent in a brand-new dental office in the heart of the Denver Tech Center. Please call for details and an appointment. 303-781-2107.

Space Sharing: Dentist wanted to share office with in a state-of-the-art facility with a friendly and competent staff. New high tech office with room to expand. Great location! 719-260-0216.

Space Sharing: Space sharing opportunity in newer high tech office near Quincy and Parker overlooking CC Reservoir. Open to arrangement with specialist or GP. Digital x-rays. Five ops. Phone 303-693-7330.

Space Sharing: Seeking a GP to share great new condo in prime NE Colorado Springs location. Five big ops. w/room to grow, fireplace, kitchen/break room, priv. bath/shower, consult room, digital x-rays, Dentrix, admin supt., stunning mountain/city views. Call 719-440-7037.

Space Sharing: Dentist in upscale BelMar area looking for dentist to share office space. E-mail inquiries to drchrisvairin@comcast.net.

Space Sharing: Denver, Colo. Share expenses – why pay for everything yourself? Seeking general dentist/specialist wanting to share practice costs without the burden of going solo on expenses. Office totally re-equipped three years ago. Four operatories, each with computer, intra-oral camera, DVD, CD, satellite radio and TV. Digital x-ray, Pan-X, Caesy, Luma bleaching, portable Diagnodent, Harvey, Statim, & Hydrim washer. Software schedules, bills, processes insurance for multiple providers. Private office, consult room, and reception room with large flat screen educational program. Contact Dr. Pavlik, 719-692-0878 or pip@tractorenterprises.com.

Spare Sharing: Space share in GP office in Aurora. Six treatment rooms, fully-equipped with latest ergonomic concept, administration support, fully digital office, pleasant professional location. Call 303-369-1069.

Office Space: Colorado Springs, Briargate area by major intersection, 2,095 sq. ft. first floor modern bldg., four ops. Plumbing, cabinetry, data lines, etc. present. Call 719-266-4848 or derksol@yahoo.com.

Office Space: Colorado Springs, Briargate. Turn key, one year free rent w/10 yr. lease. $16/sq. ft. NNH. 2,000-18,000 sq. ft. available. 100% Class A medical use building, Onsite Surgical Center, building signage easy accessibility w/unobstructed Front Range and Pikes Peak views. Skip Graham, Sovereign Capital Management, 719-634-8225.

Office Space: Class A turn-key dental suite. Access to a large patient base, convenient location, and modern equipment. Flexible lease terms with an option to purchase the building. Basement space for storage and equipment, great parking and much more. Call Jason Kruse at 303-339-5049 or e-mail jason@coloradogroup.com.

Office Space: Turn-key dental suite (3,247 sq. ft.) for lease in Lafayette, Col., near the intersection of Hwy 287 and South Boulder Rd. Call Steve Sims of Gibbons-White at 303-442-1040 or e-mail Steve@GibbonsWhite.com.

Office Space: Boulder, Colo. 1,350 sq. ft. Four plumbed ops. for lease or lease purchase. Great central location. 303-818-2787, drbebo1@hotmail.com.

Office Space: 1,100 sq. ft., near Park Meadows mall. Plumbed for nitrous, includes one fully-equipped operatory, x-ray, air and suction lines. Shared space with orthodontist. Ideal for oral surgeon or pediatric dentist. Automatic referrals. Call Shannon at 303-792-0345.


Office Space: Build/Relocate/Remodel: Foothills Commercial Builders has specialized in building dental offices for more than 20 years in Colorado. Bring us on board early to help you minimize construction costs by choosing a space that best meets your needs. We promise to go the extra mile to provide you with the highest quality craftsmanship at an exceptional value. See some of our work at www.foothills-builders.com or call us at 303-755-5711 x300.

Office Space: First floor office with five operatory suites located in central Greeley. All plumbing, nitrous lines, computer lines and cabinetry are in place, along with sterilization room and lab space. Call 970-356-5151.

Office Space: Leasing new space? Your new landlord is represented by a commercial realtor, attorney and other expert resources. Who is representing your best interests in the transaction? Tenant representation – we represent YOUR best interests: site identification and demographics analysis; lease valuation and analysis; lease negotiations; and experienced dental services (space planning, information technology, space design and construction support). We will locate the optimum practice growth potential site for you, represent your best interests in the leasing process and assist in overall facility development. Kirby Phillips, Genesee Commercial Group, LLC, 720-308-6430.
Office Space: Dental offices in Lakewood, Colo. 26th and Kipling area. 850 sq. ft. built-out, four ops., full service $15/ft.  1,900 sq. ft., owner will assist w/tenant finish per your specs., full service $12/ft.  2,000 sq. ft., owner will assist w/tenant finish per your specs., full service $12/ft. Three months FREE with three year lease. Call Jack, 303-919-0813.

Office Space: Cottonwood Lakes Medical Campus. Thornton, Colo. Ideal demographics, high traffic and visibility. Contact Medical Facility Partners, LLC, 720-308-6430 or kirby@mfpl.us.


Office Space: Centennial, Colo. Ortho/pedo space for lease. 1,800 sq. ft. plumbed for five open-bay ops. Located across from Newton Middle School on the busy corner of Arapahoe and Colorado. Approx. one mile from new Streets of Southglenn development. General dentist located in the same building. 303-221-3044 or irene@ButtermannDental.com.

SERVICES/ANNOUNCEMENTS/MISC.


For Sale: Pueblo, Colo. Dentist retiring and selling equipment: http://dentalequipment-pueblo.blogspot.com/?p=invite=aLRopXXftOD9mRoC-BQdISW799qAsPzQeLmPMFaGh8x381NMJOnXdpFosgBw4NTMBMj0LTc8naEw-mswnU009Qyw. Call 719-561-2657 for more information.

Start-up/Practice Management: If you would like more information on doing a scratch start-up or assistance with managing your practice, please call Marie Wuthrich Chatterley at 720-219-4766 or e-mail marie@ctc-associates.com.


Looking To Hire a Trained Dental Assistant? We have dental assistants graduating every three months in the Denver, Broomfield, Fort Collins and Grand Junction areas. To hire or to host a 32-hour externship, please call the Colorado School of Dental Assisting at 800-383-3408. www.schoolofdentalassisting.com.

Service: Concerned Colorado Dentists (CCD) is a subcommittee of the Colorado Dental Association. We are in existence to help colleagues, staff and/or families who think they may have a problem with substance abuse. If you think you or someone you know may have a problem, please call Dr. Michael Ford at 303-810-4475 (day or night). All inquiries are kept confidential.

Delivery: Let Crystal Courier Service take care of your delivery needs! From Ft. Collins to Pueblo, we deliver SAME DAY. Call 303-534-2306 or visit us on the Web at www.crystalcourierservice.com.


Twenty-five years successfully helping Colorado dentists.

More than 300 practices transitioned.

Jerry Weston, MBA

Our systematic process and large pre-qualified buyer list assure the optimum client services.

- Professional valuation for Best Price
- Expert marketing strategy assures Fast Sale
- No appraisal fee or up-front costs
- 100% financing: purchase, start-up, re-finance Main Street Bank

For results and straightforward, intelligent business dealings, please call me to arrange a confidential consultation. Our services are provided on a success fee basis—there is never an obligation to you until we provide satisfactory results.

(303) 526-0448 · (800) 632-7155 · Fax (303) 526-7408
www.dentaltrans.com

WINDGATE DESIGN, INC.

Print, Packaging & Web Design
We have been graphic designers for more than 30 years. Our work extends beyond borders with clients in North and South America and Europe. We design for a global market with small-town traditions and professional values.

Web Hosting
Through our business partnership with Rackspace, one of the country's largest providers, we offer managed hosting, fanatical support, 99.99% uptime, competitive pricing and people who care.

(970) 203-4487 · (970) 218-6975
www.windgatedesigninc.com

AFTCO

Transition Consultants

AFTCO is the oldest and largest dental practice transition consulting firm in the United States. AFTCO assists dentists with associate ships, purchasing and selling of practices, and retirement plans. We are much more than a practice broker, we are there to serve you through all stages of your career. Call us at 1-800-232-3826.

Helping dentists buy & sell practices for over 40 years.

www.aftco.net
Join the ascent and benefit from the RMDC’s exciting new features.

Attend the Dawson Academy’s Functional Occlusion course in Denver - at a special discounted price that includes your RMDC registration fee!

Free registration for MDDS members
Reduced registration fees for CDA members
Hands-on learning labs
I-DENT - Interactive Dental Events Networking Tool
New Fast Track Lecture topics
Convenient reserved seating for all RMDC courses
Free hands-on courses for clinical staff
Easy self-scan CE tracking


For the complete course schedule and to register, visit rmdconline.com
IS 2010 GOING TO BE YOUR BEST YEAR YET?

Fortune Management is the nation’s leading practice management company. With an unparalleled combination of training, personal coaching, management and support systems, we enrich the professional, personal, and financial lives of Healthcare practitioners.

Call for your FREE Anthony Robbins’ POWER TALK.

CALL TODAY
303.771.0499 or 888.777.1110
or visit www.fortunemgmt.com
A Reliable, Economical and Stable Source of Professional Liability Coverage for CDA members since 1987...!!

The Dentists Professional Liability Trust

Dentists Professional Liability Trust of Colorado
Berkley Risk Services of Colorado
2000 S Colorado Blvd. • Annex Building, Suite 410 • Denver, CO 80222
303-357-2604 or 1-877-502-0100
www.idplt.com
SMILES BY GNATHODONTOCITICS

OUR NEW, STATE-OF-THE-ART LAB IS IDEAL FOR HOSTING YOUR NEXT STUDY GROUP MEETING. CALL US TODAY FOR A TOUR OF OUR NEW FACILITY.

At Gnathodontics, Ltd., we're dedicated to having your patients' teeth look their best. That's why we provide premium services such as pre-surgical case-planning and in-lab custom shading. Call John Bozis today for more information on how we can help give your patients the most natural smile possible.

- Gnathodontics provides Colorado's most comprehensive line of lab products & services
- All restorations & prosthesis are made in our Lakewood lab
- Gnathodontics is Colorado's most-experienced source for combination and implant case solutions

COLORADO'S PREMIER SOURCE FOR:
Implants, Orthodontics, Ceramics/Crown & Bridge, Dentures & Partialis

Gnathodontics, Ltd
Your Full Service Dental Laboratory
800-234-9515 • 303-424-9515
www.gnatho.com